Play verses 1 and 2 as an instrumental intro and then return to the beginning of the song, with lyrics to start there and continue throughout the song. End the song by playing the first four verses over again as an instrumental, with guitar, flute, and rhythm joining in.

Hum or instrumental only:

1 4 1
Do unto others
4 1
As you would have
4 1
As you would have them
5 4 1
Do unto you.

Hum or instrumental only:

6m 1 6m 1
Hey, mister rich guy, I'm talking to you.
4 1 5
Hey, big company, I'm talking to you.
4 1 4 1
Hey, big government, I'm talking to you too.
1 4 1 5 4 1
Do unto others applies to all.

Hum or instrumental only:

6m 4 6m 4
Do unto others applies FOR our descendants.
6m 4 5
Our duty to those billions yet unborn.
4 1 2m 1
Our sons and our daughters for the next ten thousand years.
1 4 1 5 4 1
Do unto others applies for all.

Sing:

1 4 1
Do unto others
4 1
As you would have
4 1
As you would have them
5 4 1
Do unto you.
Hey, mister rich guy, I'm talking to you.

Hey, big company, I'm talking to you.

Hey, big government, I'm talking to you too.

Do unto others applies to all.

Profits must be Goal number two.

After doing something Good for the world.

You can make a tidy profit without fracking up the world.

Do unto others applies to all.

Do unto others applies FOR our descendants.

Our duty to those billions yet unborn.

Our sons and our daughters for the next ten thousand years.

Do unto others applies for all. So

Sing:

Do unto our Mother Earth - As you would have

As you would have her be - A home for your children.

Hey, Monsanto, where's your code?

Your code of ethics; you should have one.

Monsanto, fraudulent seller of carcinogenic Roundup.

Monsanto, where's your code?
Hey Exxon Mobile, look up not down
to solar and wind and wave.
Stop drilling NOW. The future is green.
Be a big green energy company.

Hey Atlantic Richfield, stop your frackin’ ways.
Your methane is even worse than your CO2.
Quit poisoning the water. Quit poisoning the air.
Be a big green energy company.

Hey Shell Oil, how much did you spend?
Eight billion dollars in the Chukchi Sea?
You left. You said there was no oil, but really there’s a lot.
It was Mother Nature’s storms that drove you off.

Eight billion dollars
Would build enough solar
Enough solar power to permanently power two
hundred thirty thousand homes.

Hey, cattle rancher. Take your Beeves off the public lands.
Give the buffalo and the wolf a place to roam.
Profits must be Goal number two.

After doing something Good for the world.

You can make a tidy profit without fracking up the world.

Do unto others applies to all.

Hum or instrumental only:

Do unto others applies FOR our descendants.

Our duty to those billions yet unborn.

Our sons and our daughters for the next ten thousand years.

Do unto others applies for all.

In the key of C:  
1 = C major  
2m = D minor  
4 = F major  
57 = G  
6m = A minor

In the key of G:  
1 = G major  
2m = A minor  
4 = C major  
57 = D  
6m = E minor

In the key of D:  
1 = D major  
2m = E minor  
4 = G major  
57 = A  
6m = B minor

In the key of E:  
1 = E major  
2m = F# minor  
4 = A major  
57 = B  
6m = C# minor